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There are only a few things in life 
that can be as soul-satisfying 
as travelling: a good gas release 

after a long church service (I should 
know); that first sip of  beer at the end 
of  a soul-sucking day, and perhaps 
winning an argument on social media. 

Not really. 

But travel – whether it be local or 
international – opens your worldview to 
things, people, and traditions you would 
not have engaged with otherwise. Most 
importantly, you get to drink some of  
the beers you usually only see on Twitter.

So, it was with me, when I visited Israel 
recently on a two-week educational tour 
through some of  the oldest parts of  the 
country. Previously, when I thought of  
Israel, I pictured pilgrims at the Wailing 
Wall, Old Testament-style living, sandal-
wearing, holy humming, and water-to-
wine types of  things. 

I never thought of  a budding beer 
culture boasting nearly 90 small craft 
breweries – at least according to 
the bartender at the Beer Bazaar in 
Jerusalem. Beer Bazaar is the most 
popular beer bar in the Israeli capital. 
It’s kind of  the Beerhouse of  Jerusalem, 
only, its primary branding colour is 
bright orange rather than bright yellow, 
and it is much smaller. But it was quite 
a holy moment for me when I found 
this place. They’ve got a wall with over 

a hundred different Israeli beers, plus 11 
taps, including an alcoholic Cranberry 
Lemonade, which tasted way better 
than any Woolies organic, vegan, hipster 
lemonade.

Each week the bartenders make up an 
interesting six-pack of  their choice of  
different beers, called SixMix, that one 
can buy for 69 shekels (R255) – which, 
of  course, I did. Beer Bazaar also brews 
four of  their own beers: a pale ale, 
amber ale, IPA, and a stout named Black 
Jack. My favourite was, predictably, the 
IPA. It was quite light on the hops, but 
definitely the most hopped up of  all the 
beers I had in Israel. It was perfect for 
the dry weather.

As scarce as we think water is in South 
Africa (I’m saying a prayer for the 
brewers in the Cape), Israel has a 
never-ending water crisis, because most 
of  the country is covered by almost 
rock-hard desert lands. It’s almost 
unbelievable that such a thriving craft 
beer culture exists with such a long-term 
water shortage. I was hoping to meet up 
with the brewer from Beer Bazaar on 
our return to the bar, to ask him about 
how they manage the water challenge, 
but he wasn’t in. Not keen to waste 
a YOLO (that’s ‘you only live once’, 
people without internet) moment, I took 
the opportunity to taste all 11 tapped 
beers, and I must admit that some of  
their beers would give a few of  the best 
SA brews a run for their money.

Shapiro Beer: Started by two brothers who 
were tired of high beer price (a pint of Israeli 
craft beer can easily set you back 23 shekels 
– about R85). After starting as homebrewers,
their beers became popular, and they now sell
their beer at those same high prices they once
complained about. They only have three beers
in their core range, one of which was a fantas-

tic Oatmeal Stout.

Herzl Beer: One of the smallest in the 
country. Last year the Herzl team brewed a 

beer using the same kind of recipe (apparently) 
that was followed in Jesus’ day. I enjoyed their 
Dolce De Asal – a strong ale, with sweet and 
spicy notes of honey, black pepper, and dried 

fruit. 

Jem’s Beer Factory: Another Ameri-
can-owned Israeli brewery, which is basically a 
kosher brewpub with four different locations. 

I was told that their Amber Ale was worth 
checking out. However, it was rather average: 

murky, watery weak, and seemed to have some 
flaws. But I did find their dark lager at a street 
café, and paired it with a piece of chocolate 
croissant, as we walked. Did you know you 

can walk with your beer out in public in Israel? 
Whether the “can” is legal or not, I’m not sure. 

But I saw others doing it so I jumped in. 
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Below left and below: Jerusalem’s aptly 
named ‘Beer Bazaar’ - the most popular beer 
bar in the capital - boasts over a hundred 
Israeli beers.
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